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The grave economic crisis, drastic cuts in education and culture, in addition to the increase
of the VAT to 21% on cultural services, makes it even more important to find emergency
solutions for theatre more common to developing countries. One possibility would be to
implement microloans or seed loans, invented by Yunus in 1974 to fight poverty during a
famine in his homeland of Bangladesh. Yunus discovered that each small loan could create
major changes in the possibilities of someone without any other resources to survive.
The young graduates of Spanish theatre schools, and even active professionals, need an
adapted version of this model to our reality. Our youth are in the midst of a desert where
cultural politics uncertainly and indecisively plan on implementing tax credits for cultural
philanthropy and financing. A well designed adaption of the microloan concept in association with the Philanthropy Law, could solve many of the needs of today's youth. The
possibility that from the first 500€ invested in culture be 100% tax deductible must become a reality. Decisive and courageous political willpower would make this vision possible
especially in light of current needs; a real miracle given the levels of corruption vomited up
daily by the press. Our Tax Revenue Ministry must understand how crucial the cultural
sector is, its social labor, and must generously formulate the Philanthropy Law for both
large and small patrons. Many NGOs and cultural activities both nationally and internationally depend on the scale of their understanding and vision. Seed loans and microloans
for developed nations: our youth cannot wait. Three shows that originated at the RESAD,
in stage direction, acting and a final project —La hostería de la posta, La indagación and
Tutum Revolutum respectively— have triumphed in alternative theaters to critical acclaim...they need help to form micro companies through micro-credits. These and many
other projects could have further success; this younger generation should and must take
the lead. Although our centers of education are not producers, the future of the profession
is also part of our responsibility.
Ángel Martínez Roger
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Course opening ceremony: A lesson in arms
We have tried to make A lesson in arms, homage and inaugural event, an eloquent moment that speaks for itself. It describes and
approaches our feelings past and present for Iñaki, his teachings and projects. The pallet he leaves us is full of color: humor, proximity, spectacles, happiness, admiration, respect, beauty, and, of course, pain at his absence. Add to that the desire of so many
marvelous people to participate, to collaborate and give their best, from current students to professionals who years ago finished
their studies, in addition to professors and non teaching staff from our school. And one person who could not be missed, Iñaki himself, present in his most representative choreographies: the elastic, la coreo de Vicente Amigo, the fight between Tebalt and Mercutio, a few moments from the Chevalier D´eon… The question was: how to undertake this? Well, with care, patience, and all the
good cheer we could. Inspired by so many different things, we attempted to relate his humor, sense of spectacle, respect and overall
beauty. The pain while present was pushed aside as the occasion merited. For over a month a team of more than 35 collaborated,
shared, created...giving form to something which Angel Roger perfectly and so simply summed up at the end of the show: "Thanks
Iñaki."

Highlights

Javier Mejía
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Maisitpossible
e Leó PsychoAnother aesthetic
Opting for an inclusive
Balletstage
Foundation
Photo: Julián Peña
In October in our Valle Inclan Theatre the Maite León Psycho-Ballet Foundation (MLPBF), in
collaboration with the RESAD, premiered two shows: Lethal Weapon and Programmed
Obsolescence.
Since 1980 the MLPBF works to complete the artistic education of the physically, psychically
and sensorially disabled. Its aim is to develop the essence and individuality of each artist in
order for them to achieve their maximum potential on stage. Since 2004 the RESAD has
collaborated with the MLPBF project, and the company has premiered all its recent shows
in the Valle Inclan Theatre. Lethal Weapon is a show created in collaboration with the
Portuguese company Dançando com a Diferença whose artistic director is Henrique
Amoedo. It focuses on the body as a machine which one day will invariably fail leading to
death.
Programmed Obsolescence is a collective creation with FRITSCH CO, the professional
company of the MLPBF, which expresses how everything around us is programmed to end
in one full day. Everything has a use by date, after which it is obsolete. This highly active
company began with the objective to provide work for the disabled in the scenic arts.
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o l e d a d G a r re
Doctoral S
PhD
Performance Practice (Drama)
«Towards a new acting paradigm in physical theatre: integrating the actor's psycho-physical training based on the martial arts and Michael
Chekhov's imaginative techniques in the context
of professional actors' higher education in Spain»
is a thesis directed by Professor Phillip Zarrilli at
Exeter University, investigating performative practice and presented by our professor Sol Garre.
On November 12th Sol presented videos demonstrating questions raised by teachers, students, and by Sol herself (as a creator and
researcher), on the theory and practice of such
distinct modes of preparation for actors. This investigation, clearly a topic of interest for our department, was successfully defended this past 11
January 2013. Congratulations Sol!
Eva Lara
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T h e a t re
Theatre Uncut

Uncut

Theatre Uncut began in 2011 in England in opposition to the economic, social and political changes operating in our way of life and which are
changing the rules of coexistence in favor of a heartless new-liberalism of evident authoritarianism.
Theatre responds politically to this reality and this
year Theatre Uncut has extended throughout Europe (including Spain). At the RESAD we wanted
to join this movement. On Friday 16 November,
thanks to the enthusiastic participation of students, alumni, and other collaborators, were able
to create an interesting mix of representations and
readings of different works by Theatre Uncut. Clearly a theatre of convictions need not renounce
quality, nor not provoke the spectators' interest
while maintaining an eminently artistic content. All
of these questions, in my opinion, provide the
structure which sustains any theatrical project of
interest.
Vicente León

Highlights

Pedro Martínez.
Photo: Julián Peña
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A d ap t at i on of A l b er t
C amu s ' C al i g ul a
«Finally, I will now live! I invite you to a boundless party, a general process, the
most beautiful of shows. And I need people, spectators, victims and
scapegoats.»

The rise and fall of Caius Cesar Augustus Germanicus. Caligula
is not the story of a madman, it's the story of the learning
process of a vulnerable young emperor; the death of Drusila,
his beloved sister, has shown him the ridiculousness of a
cadaver whose face is that of a stranger. His hands, once full of
youthful exuberance and hope, cannot continue living empty.
He rejects the promise of a mediocre life, of finding consolation
forgetting, and he finds refuge in his pain. Caligula, a sensitive
and carefree adolescent descends into the character of
despotic and crazed pedagogue, based on a philosophy that
turns into corpses. Overwhelmed, he destroys so that man
may be free. Everything must be stripped in order to build
anew from nothing, instinctively, coloring this void. In this way
the insolent energy of the young Caligula spontaneously joins
our own. He is our generation, forced to be cynical in a world
where our noble leaders have closed the doors to our future; a
sacrifice on the altar of their own welfare. Caligula is all of us.

Adaptation of Albert Camus'
CALIGULA
Cre ati v e Tea m
S t y li s t : Z o n y G ó m e z
Ma ke -up : Bl anc a Besc ós
O r t e ga
Sound de si gn: Fa cundo De vi tt o
Mo k oto ff
Pro je cti o ns: M ig uel Ruz
L ig h t i n g : N u r i a H e n r íq u e z
S e t d e s ig n : A n t o n i o J i m é n e z
Stag e di re cti o n: Ma thi l de
R a m b ou r g
Cas t
Javier Carramiñana Moya,
Neréa Palomo López, Aitor
Allué, Alberto Huici, Carlos
Mendoza, Paco Lidón, Marcos
García Barrero, Mario Martínez,
Marcos Castro, Alejandro Pau,
Manuela Roble Morales,
Antonio Jiménez, Carlos Pérez
Gorbe, Alejandro Pastor, María
Carvajal
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C o o p e ra c i ó n
European cooperation
in education
On December 12th the VI Conference on assessing the Program of Permanent Learning (PAP)
was held at the RESAD. This program is the main
European financial mechanism in the field of education and learning, encompassing the Comenius
program (from nursery school thru secondary education), the Leonardo da Vinci program (professional education), the Erasmus program (university
level) and the Grundtvig program (for adults). All
four aim to facilitate exchange, cooperation, and
mobility between the different European countries’
educational and learning systems.
The Program for Permanent Learning (PAP) has
run between 2007 and 2013, substituting Socrates, Leonardo da Vinci and eLearning Programs.
With a budget of 7000 million euros to finance projects and activities fomenting exchange in education and training throughout the EU, aiming to
make them a world standard of quality. Additionally the Jean Monnet Program affords support to
institutions and activities fomenting European integration.

Photo: Ernesto Serrano
Ángel Martínez Roger (Resad Director), Ángel de Miguel Casas (General Director General
for Professional Training), Federico Morán Abad (General Secretary for Universities) and
Mª del Mar Duque García (Director of European Edicational Programs, OAPEE)

Highlights
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D ra m a t i c w r i t i n g b y
Miguel Romeo Esteo

The Acting Department programmed 2 master classes dedicated to the author Miguel Romero Esteo, on the
21 and 23 of November, on the occasion of the opening in Madrid of his play Handiman's Handbook, directed
by Rafael Torán. On the 21st Carole Egger, Professor from the University of Strasbourg gave a lecture entitled:
Miguel Romero Esteo's dramatic texts, impurity as in answer to imposed purity. Students from second year,
group A-1, Marina Adeva, José Ramón Arredondo, Ana Cañas, Joaquín Castellanos, Naiara Carmona, Alejo
Moreno, Alejandro Chaparro and Carolina Ortega read fragments of the author's texts.
On the 23rd Juanjo Granda and Charo Amador have a lecture on Stage direction and acting in Miguel Romero
Esteo's Theatre, with the participation of alumni: David Alonso, Lucía Barrado, Álex Domínguez, Lucía De la
Fuente, Carlos Martos and Muriel Sánchez.

Rosario Amador, Acting Professor

Medea with the Spanish National Ballet
At the end of September, Yolanda Porras, Deputy Director of the RESAD, and Ángel M. Roger, Director, hosted a visit by the Educational Program Director de the Madrid Capital Area, Belén Aldea, and Antonio Najarro,
director of the Spanish National Ballet (BNE). Their visit to the RESAD coincided with the re-opening of their
1984 production Medea at the Zarzuela Theater.

Photo: Julián Peña
Belén Aldea and Antonio Najarro
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Meeting of past-Directors

RESAD

On Abril 23, to celebrate the 180th anniversary of the institution, the ex-Directors of the RESAD from previous decades were brought
together: Hermann Bonnín, Rafael Pérez Sierra, Lourdes Ortiz, José Luis Alonso de Santos, Juan José Granda, Ignacio García May,
Ignacio Amestoy and Ángel M. Roger. The volume La formación actoral en España. La Real Escuela Superior de Arte Dramático (18311857), was presented during the same event by its author Guadalupe Soria Tomás and Luciano García Lorenzo.

Briefly Noted

Rafael Pérez Sierra, Hermann Bonnín, Ignacio Amestoy, Lourdes Ortiz, Ángel M. Roger and Juan José Granda.
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Students against the LOMCE and budget cuts
Coinciding with the general strike this past November 14th, students of the RESAD
organized a sit-in to support demonstrations protesting budget cuts, the destruction
of the legal framework protecting labor, and to protest the new LOMCE education
laws proposed by the Education Minister Ignacio Wert. A large part of the education
community understands this attempt to address European critiques of our
educational system as a mechanism to politicize and privatize education.
The draft of the new law has been understood as a threat, amongst other reasons,
by eliminating the high school degree in Dramatic Arts, Music and Dance. This
program guarantees quality education for the arts and access to university programs
in the same conditions as their peers, in addition to creating a solid base for the
industry of culture.

Fhoto: @alburja
A group of students at the sit-in at the Grupo RESAD

Sessions: 4th year students’ first steps
For the past few years the RESAD has prepared its students for their incorporation
in the labor force. This year, between November 20th and 23rd meetings between
professionals and 4th year students were held. Topics including Production and
Distribution, lead by Elena Flys; Forming a Company; Union Rights; and how to
design an audiovisual CV. This last activity counted with the participation of Profesor
Javier Mejía and the head of the Vibbok platform.

Photo: Ernesto Serrano
Students and lecturers participating in the sessions
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Presentation of the magazine Primer Acto
Coinciding with the new era the magazine Primer Acto has initiated; on November 5th the latest edition was presented. Ángel Martínez
Roger, Ángela Monleón, Itziar Pascual, Miguel del Arco, Juan Mayorga and Mariano Marín participated. Dramatic readings of Trial of
a bitch by Miguel del Arco and The language in pieces by Juan Mayorga were also part of the program. Both were directed by
Yolanda Porras and read by Ariana Martínez, Nacho Sevilla and Chelo García.

Seminar: the Dramaturgy of Objects
Between November 12th and 16th a seminar on dramaturgy for Puppet and Objects Theater was held for students from the departments of Stage Direction and Dramatic Writing. The seminar was taught by the specialist in physical theater and the manipulation of
objects and body puppets, Malgosia Szkandera, with degrees from the RESAD's Physical Theater Department as well as the Escuela
de Movimiento y Creación founded by Mar Navarro and Andrés Hernández. She founded the company Teatro Dos Mundos in 2006,
together with Roberto White, which has participated in different international festivals.
Photo: Julián Peña
Yolanda Porras, Chelo García, Nacho Sevilla, Ariana Martínez and Miguel del Arco

Photo: Julián Peña
Dramaturgy of Objects

Briefly Noted
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